We consider the class of finite two-person games with perfect information in which the last player who can make a legal move either wins or ends the game in a tie. We define an equivalence relation over this class and exhibit a complete set of representatives for the equivalence classes defined in terms of one-pile Nim games.
formation in which the players play alternately, at each turn select a move from a finite set of alternatives, and complete a play of the game after finitely many moves. If we add the condition that the first player who cannot make a legal move loses, then every such game may be represented as follows. DEFINITION 1. Go ----~, Gk+l ----(a; a ~ Gk} , and G --Uke~Gk.
To each a ~ G corresponds the game f~a in which player I must choose some al ca, player II some a 2 Eal, and so on until some player chooses ~ and thus wins the game. If we think of a position in a game as being the set of all permissible succeeding positions, it is clear that any game of the type described is equivalent to some ~a" The theory of such games is well-developed (cf. I-1])*.
We shall enlarge the class of games considered to allow for the possibility of a tie. Now a player may be faced with a position from which he can make no legal move either because he has lost or because the game has ended in a tie. Such games can all be represented in the form ~a for a ~ H defined as follows. DEFINITION 2. Ho = {*}, Hk+I = (a: a _c Hk}, and H = UketaHk.
In this paper we provide an analysis of such games. As motivation for interest * We are grateful to Dana Scott for suggesting this problem and this formulation of it. Received December 31, 1971 either player can force the game to end in a tie. We call attention to the following obvious facts which will be used repeatedly without reference. There is even a simple process known as Nim addition for computing n such that
